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Abstract—We present a cooperative spatial reuse (CSR)
scheme as a cooperative extension of the current TDMA-
based MAC to enable spatial reuse in multi-rate wireless
networks. We model spatial reuse as a cooperation problem
on utilizing the time slots obtained from the TDMA-based
MAC. In CSR, there are two operation modes. One is TDMA
mode while the other is spatial reuse mode in which links
transmit simultaneously. Links contribute their own time
slots to form a cooperative group to do spatial reuse. Each
link joins the group only if it can benefit in capacity or
energy efficiency. Otherwise, the link will leave spatial reuse
mode and switch back to TDMA. In this work, we focus
on the transmit beamforming techniques to enable CSR by
interference cancellation on MISO (Multiple Input Single
Output) links. We compare the CSR scheme using zero-
forcing (ZF) transmit beamforming, namely ZF-CSR, to
the TDMA-based MAC using maximum ratio combining
(MRC) transmit beamforming, namely MRC-TDMA. The
numerical results of a simulated two 2 × 1 MISO links
scenario show the great potential of CSR to substantially
increase the capacity and energy efficiency.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, WLANs (wireless local area networks)
have been explosively deployed all over the world for its
high data rate, low costs and ease for installation. WLAN
technologies have been the most popular broadband wire-
less access technologies used in home, corporate and
other public networks. The built-in multi-rate capability
provides the highest data rate availble to users according
to their perceived signal to noise ratio (SNR). To reduce
the overall system costs, WLAN MAC protocols (i.e.
802.11 MAC [1]) adopts distributed access control. Each
link competes for using the frequency channel at a time,
while the competition is distributedly coordinated such
that only one link is allowed to operate at a time in its
contention region. Therefore, it is basically a TDMA-
based MAC layer design. When one link obtains the
access, the other links in its contention region keep silent
during its transmission to avoid collisions. The contention
region is usually conservatively specified to keep the
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interference from outside at a very low level and hence
maintain the high link capacity of the active link.

However, this design neglects the opportunity of spatial
reuse allowing simultaneous transmissions of multiple
links. To cover a large area, reusing the same frequency
channel in different cells is inevitable due to the limited
number of non-overlapped frequency channels available
(e.g. only 3 non-overlapped frequency channels available
in the most popular 2.4 GHz band.) [3]. It often happens
in densely deployed area that the access points using the
same channel are within the contention region of each
other. Therefore, the downlink capacity of those cells
would be limited to one cell capacity, as those cells share
the channel in a TDMA manner.

Addressing this problem, in our previous conference
paper [2], we proposed a scheme named cooperative spa-
tial reuse (CSR) to enable spatial reuse opportunistically.
This paper is an extended paper to give a more complete
picture of the CSR scheme with extended explanations
and discussions. In CSR, we model spatial reuse as a
cooperation problem between nodes on top of the current
TDMA-based MAC. Every cooperating link contributes
its time slots obtained from the TDMA-based MAC to
allow spatial reuse among the cooperating participants.
Although one link loses some capacity at its own time
slots due to the interferences from the other links, it is
possible for the link to achieve more capacity during all
available time slots, as it can get more time slots from oth-
ers to transmit. Following the cooperation principle [4],
every link doing CSR should benefit. Therefore, in CSR,
the links that can not benifit from spatial reuse will switch
back to the TDMA-based MAC. In this work, we derive
the conditions for each link doing CSR to gain more
capacity and energy efficiency. The capacity region of
CSR is defined. Furthermore, we define the availability of
CSR to measure how difficult for links to find cooperative
partners to benefit. This is very important as links could
lose some capacity during the partner finding process.

Lack of interference mitigation capabilities is possibly
the reason for current MAC layer designs not to con-
sider spatial reuse. However, wireless networks have been
starting evolving to use multiple antenna, as the next
generation WLAN — MIMO (Multiple Input Multiple
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Output) WLAN is being standardized [5]. Multiple an-
tenna techniques have been shown the great potentials to
increase the link capacity by spatial diversity and spatial
multiplexing [6]. Meanwhile, it also facilitates spatial
reuse by interference cancellation. Thereby, for increasing
capacity, multiple antenna techniques can either boost
each single link capacity at each time slot or enable spatial
reuse to obtain link multiplexing gain. Which scheme is
better? In this work, we focus on the transmit beam-
forming techniques to enable CSR on MISO (Multiple
Input Single Output) links. It reflects the most relevant
downlink scenario where the access points have multiple
antnenas and the terminals have only single antenna.
Especially, we take a simulated two-links scenario to
show the performance of the CSR with zero-forcing (ZF)
transmit beamforming, namely ZF-CSR, compared to
the TDMA-based MAC with maximum ratio combining
(MRC) transmit beamforming, namely MRC-TDMA. The
numerical results show that the ZF-CSR scheme has the
great potential to further increase the capacity and energy
efficiency of the MRC-TDMA scheme.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we give a brief overview of the related works.
In Section III, we present the proposed CSR scheme. Sec-
tion IV describes the MRC-TDMA and ZF-CSR schemes
on MISO links. The numerical results of a two-links
scenario are given in Section V and we conclude the paper
in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORKS

Spatial reuse has gained a lot of attentions in ad-
hoc networks as it has the great potential to increase
the network capacity — the sum capacity of the whole
network, whereas our CSR scheme considers to increase
the capacity of each individual link. The basic assumption
is that ad-hoc networks are fixed rate networks in which
every link transmit at a fixed data rate. The related studies
on ad-hoc networks are all based on the capature effects
that one receiver can still capture (or correctly decode)
the desired packet with the interferences as long as the
perceived signal-to-interference-and-noise-ratio (SINR) is
higher than the required SINR for the certain data rate of
the ad-hoc network.

Some studies (e.g., [7]–[10]) focus on evaluating spatial
reuse with respect to the size of the contention region.
More links can transmit simultaneously by shrinking the
contention region, while keeping the SINR of each link to
be able to capture its desired packets. In practice, it can
be done by tuning the carrier sense threhold. Carefully
choosing the optimum threhold can increase the network
capacity dramatically than the current conservative set-
ting.

Some studies (e.g., [11]–[14]) focus on using direc-
tional antenna to facilitate spatial reuse. Directional an-
tenna can concentrate their antenna pattern to the related
direction of the desired signal to increase the SINR of
each link. The increased SINR can increase the capture
probability of links. Therefore, more links can transmit
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Fig. 1. Illustration of cooperative spatial reuse of a two-links example.

simultaneously with the successful capture of their desired
packets. It would further significantly increase the net-
work capacity, especially in outdoor environments where
line of sight (LOS) is available.

III. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED CSR SCHEME

In the current TDMA-based MAC layer design, every
link exclusively uses its own time slots. In this sense, ev-
ery link takes the time slots as its private resource. Doing
spatial reuse requires every link to share out its personal
time slots for a collective use. Therefore, spatial reuse is to
use the time slots cooperatively among links. As a result,
every link loses some capacity at its personal time slots
due to the mutual interferences between links. However,
the effective capacity of one link can be increased if
the sum capacity obtained from other spatial reused time
slots is more than the capacity loss at its personal time
slots. As a cooperative scheme following the cooperation
principle [4], a spatial reuse scheme should be designed
in such a way that every link that contributes its own time
slots should obtain enough time slots from the others to
guarantee that it gets more capacity.

The basic idea of the proposed CSR scheme is that
the cooperating links form a cooperative group sharing
all their time slots to multiplex their transmissions. The
time slots are obtained by the TDMA-based MAC. One
link joins the group only if it can obtain benefits from
it, e.g., capacity increase. If no benefit is obtained, it
leaves the group and switch back to the TDMA-based
MAC. Therefore, CSR is a cooperative extension of
the current TDMA-based MAC and enable spatial reuse
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF THE TDMA-BASED MAC AND CSR

TDMA-based MAC CSR
Effective
capacity

Ri = Ti∑
k

j=1
Tj

ri Ri
′ = ri

′

Energy
efficiency

Ei =
PXM Ti+ PIM(

∑
k

j=1
Tj−Ti)

riTi
Ei

′ =
PXM

ri
′

opportunistically. It has two modes, TDMA and spatial
reuse, to utilize the time slots. It switches between the
two modes and make the best of them. It should be noted
that, with the proposed CSR, all other cooperating links
should be able to recognize the upcoming time slot for
cooperation and be prepared to transmit together with the
current link that owns the time slot.

As an example, without loss of generality, Fig. 1(a)
illustrates a two-links scenario in a round-robin TDMA
manner where ri is the link capacity of the ith link
with TDMA-based MAC and ri

′ is the counterpart with
spatial reuse mode of CSR. ri

′ < ri due to the existence
of mutual interferences in spatial reuse mode. Fig. 1(b)
shows the power consumption situation of the transmitter
and the receiver of link 1. PTM , PRM and PIM are
the power consumption of one wireless tranceiver in
the transmitting mode, receiving mode and idle mode,
respectively. When one wireless tranceiver is not either
transmitting or receiving, it enters into the idle mode to
save power. Normally, PTM > PRM > PIM .

A. Cooperation conditions

We assume that each link has even access probability
which is the case in WLANs for the traffic with the
same priority. In the following, we derive the cooperation
conditions for one link to gain more capacity and energy
efficiency.

Without loss of generality, to compare CSR to the
TDMA-based MAC, we calculate the mean effective
capacity and energy efficiency of each link only within
the cooperative group. The energy efficiency is defined
as energy consumption per bit. In CSR, we only show
them in the spatial reuse mode as the TDMA mode is the
same as the TDMA-based MAC. To simplify the analysis,
the time slot length of one link is assumed fixed while
the power consumption parameters (i.e., PTM , PRM and
PIM ) are assumed the same for all links. The results are
summarized in Table I for the k links scenario. R i and
Ri

′ are the mean effective capacity of the TDMA-based
MAC and CSR, respectively. Ei and Ei

′ are the mean
energy efficiency of the TDMA-based MAC and CSR,
respectively. Ti is the length of the time slot of the ith link,
PXM = PTM for the transmitter case, and PXM = PRM

for the receiver case.
Therefore, comparing to the TDMA-based MAC, there

are two conditions for the ith link to benefit from CSR
with respect to effective capacity and energy efficiency,
respectively.

Condition I (effective capacity): Ri
′ > Ri which

can be rewritten as

Ri
′ > riXi (1)

where Xi = Ti∑
k

j=1
Tj

.

Condition II (energy efficiency): Ei
′ < Ei which

can be rewritten as

Ri
′ > riXi

1
Xi + Y (1 − Xi)

(2)

where Y = PIM

PXM
.

For Condition II, there are two cases, the transmitter
case where PXM = PTM and the receiver case where
PXM = PRM . Compares (2) to (1), it is easily seen
that Condition II is tougher than Condition I because

1
Xi+Y (1−Xi)

> 1 with Y < 1. When Y = 0, Condition
II is changed to Ri

′ > ri which is impossible due to
Ri

′ = ri
′ and ri

′ < ri. That means it is impossible for
a link to benefit energy efficiency from CSR if the idle
mode is designed ideally such that it consumes no power.
However, in practice, for instance of 802.11 tranceivers,
the power consumption of the idle mode is comparable to
that of the receiving mode. The tranceivers can not shut
off all the circuits as they have to be prepared to receive
the upcoming packet. Therefore, there is some space for
CSR to gain more energy efficiency, as the energy is
wasted in the TDMA based MAC by transmitting and
receiving nothing in the idle time slots.

B. CSR capacity region

The CSR capacity region is defined as the region when
all cooperating links gain over the TDMA-based MAC.
The region is defined as

SCSR = { (R1
′, ..., Rk

′) | R1
′ ∈ S1, ..., Rk

′ ∈ Sk } (3)

where

Si =
{ {Ri

′ | Ri
′ > Ri }, on Condition I

{Ri
′ | Ei

′ < Ei }, on Condition II
(4)

Each link chooses Condition I or Condition II based
on its own situation. If energy efficiency is its main
concern (e.g., in the case of battery-powered devices), it
should choose Condition II. Otherwise, it should choose
Condition I.

Fig. 2 illustrates the CSR capacity region for the case of
two links. The line DE represents the achievable capacity
with the TDMA-based MAC during the two time slots
with all possible time sharing ratio, i.e., T1/T2 in this
case. Point D and E are the extreme cases when one of
two links occupies both time slots, i.e., T1/T2 = 0 or ∞.
In the other words, there is only one active link at point D
and E. In these two extreme cases, the active link achieves
its link capacity, r1 or r2. In other points on the line, the
effective capacity of two links are reduced due to the time
sharing. As an example, point A is an operational point
for a given time sharing ratio specified by the TDMA-
based MAC used. At point A, R1 and R2 represent the
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the CSR capacity region of a two-links example

effective capacity of the two links. Therefore, for point
A, Region I shows the capacity region when both links
satisfy Condition I, while Region II shows the capacity
region when both links satisfy Condition II where α i =

1
Xi+Y (1−Xi)

following (2). Region II is a subset of Region
I as Condition II is tougher than Condition I. To be noted,
point C can be approached, for an instance, when two
links are separated at infinity distance. Moreover, for the
beamforming case, it can also achieved when the channels
are well separated such that the mutual interferences can
be completely nulled by the beams which are also optimal
for the reception of the desired signals on both links in
the interference-free case.

C. CSR availability

Another important aspect to evaluate the usability of a
CSR scheme is on how easy to form a cooperative group.
Links are willing to try CSR only if it is not difficult to
find cooperative partners around. Therefore, we define the
CSR availability as the probability falling into the CSR
region

ACSR = Pr[(R1
′, R2

′, ..., Rk
′) ∈ SCSR] (5)

If the availability is low, it is not worthwhile using CSR
as the partner finding process consumes a lot of capacity.

IV. CSR WITH TRANSMIT BEAMFORMING ON MISO
LINKS

A. Transmit beamforming on MISO links

In this work, the focus is on the transmit beamforming
techniques on MISO links to investigate the potential of
CSR. It also reflects the most relevant downlink scenario
with multiple-antenna access points and single-antenna
terminals. Fig. 3 shows k n × 1 MISO links including
a beamforming transmitter with n antennas and k single-
antenna receivers where the 1st receiver is the intended
receiver. Therefore, the received signal at the ith receiver
is expressed as

ri(t) = (hi)T ws(t) + ni(t) (6)

where (·)T denotes the transpose of a vector, hi =
[h1i h2i ... hni]T is the channel vector of the ith MISO

w

1

n

…

Beamforming

Transmitter

Receiver 1

(intended)

Receiver k

…
h1

hk

Fig. 3. MISO links with transmit beamforming

TABLE II
WEIGHT VECTOR OF MRC-TDMA AND ZF-CSR

MRC-TDMA ZF-CSR

Weight vector wMRC =
(h1)

∗
‖(h1)∗‖ wZF =

H
+

Ik×1∥∥H
+

Ik×1

∥∥

link, w = [w1 w2 ... wn]T is the weight vector, s(t) is
the transmitted signal, and ni(t) is the noise at the ith
receiver.

With the TDMA-based MAC, the capacity can be
enhanced by focusing the beam to the intended receiver to
achieve array gain and diversity gain. The beamforming
technique can also be used to cancel the mutual interfer-
ences between cooperating links to enable CSR. In the
following, we will compare two transmit beamforming
schemes with the TDMA-based MAC and CSR, respec-
tively, namely MRC-TDMA and ZF-CSR.

B. MRC-TDMA versus ZF-CSR

The MRC-TDMA scheme uses the TDMA-based MAC
and each beamforming transmitter applies MRC weight
vector to maximize the signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) at the
intended receiver and thus maximize the capacity of the
MISO link. In the ZF-CSR scheme, the weight vector
of each cooperating transmitter is set in such a way that
the received signal at the receivers of other cooperating
links are canceled (forced to be zero). Therefore, the
cooperating links can transmit simultaneously without the
mutual interferences.

Table II gives the weight vector setting of the two
schemes. For a fair comparison, the weight vectors are
normalized. h1 denotes the channel vector of the desired
link, (·)∗ denotes the conjugate of a vector, ‖·‖ denotes
the Euclidean norm of a vector, H = [h1 h2 ... hk]T is
the channel matrix of the cooperating links, (·)+

denotes
the pseduoinverse of a matrix, and Ik×1 denotes the first
column of a k × k identity matrix.

1) SNR comparison: As the MRC transmit beamform-
ing maximizes the SNR at the intended receiver, the
SNR of ZF transmit beamforming is lower for canceling
the interferences. In principle, on the i.i.d. (independent,
identically distributed) complex Gaussian fading channel,
the M -branch (M -antenna) MRC beamforming can pro-
vide M -fold of diversity order. For the M -branch ZF
beamforming canceling the interferences at L receivers,
the diversity order is reduced to M − L [15]. As an
example, we compare the SNR at the intended receiver
of the two schemes in a scenario of two 2 × 1 MISO
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links. The MRC-TDMA scheme uses the 2-branch MRC
beamforming while the ZF-CSR scheme uses the 2-branch
ZF beamforming that cancels one interference. Fig. 4
shows the CDF (cumulative distribution function) of the
SNR at the intended receiver over 1,000,000 channel
realizations. In the simulation, the i.i.d. complex Gaussian
fading channel is assumed and the mean SNR per branch
is 0 dB. It shows that MRC beamforming achieves diver-
sity order of 2 while ZF beamforming achieves diversity
order of 1.

2) Link capacity comparison: The reduced SNR at
the intended receiver with the ZF-CSR scheme gives the
lower data rate on the desired link than the MRC-TDMA
scheme. In this work, we compare the link capacity on
the desired link of the two schemes from the information-
theoretical point of view. According to information the-
ory [16], the channel capacity of the beamforming MISO
link on a AWGN (additive white Gaussian noise) channel
is expressed as

C = log 2(1 + SNR) (bits/s/Hz) (7)

where SNR is the SNR at the intended receiver.
For the same two-links example shown in Fig. 4, Fig. 5

shows the CDF of the channel capacity ratio between
the ZF-CSR scheme and the MRC-TDMA scheme. It
shows the relative channel capacity loss on the desired
link with the ZF-CSR scheme. The probability that the
channel capacity ratio is less than a given value increases
as the SNR per branch decreases. Therefore, the higher
SNR gives the less loss in the channel capacity for using
the ZF beamforming. For example, the ZF beamforming
can achieve over 70% channel capacity of the MRC
beamforming in about 90% cases when the SNR per
branch is 30 dB. However, when the SNR per branch is 0
dB, only about 40% cases give over 70% channel capacity
of the MRC beamforming. To fulfill the cooperation
conditions of CSR, the low capacity loss means that
the link needs less time slots from the other links to
compensate its capacity loss. Therefore, the higher SNR
should give the higher CSR availability.

Even though the above analysis is based on the channel
capacity, it is useful as the advanced coding techniques
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approach the channel capacity. In practice, the gradient
of the actual rate adaptation curve (data rate versus SNR)
is even less than that of the channel capacity versus SNR
curve. In this case, the actual performance will be even
better than the results above.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In the following, we will take a simulated scenario
of two 2 × 1 MISO links to show the potential of
the ZF-CSR scheme in comparison to the MRC-TDMA
scheme. Especially, we will show the CSR availability,
average capacity gain, and average energy efficiency
saving. Assume the fading channel on each branch is the
i.i.d complex Gaussian channel and the noise is AWGN.
The perfect channel knowledge is assumed available at
the transmitters. Furthermore, we assume the even access
probability of each link as discussed in Section III. The
time slot length of each link, Ti in Table I, is fixed and
Ti ∝ 1/ri where ri is the data rate of the ith link with
the MRC-TDMA scheme. This reflects the scenario with
the fixed packet length at each time slot of each link,
which is usually the case of the current WLAN fairness
scenario that follows max-min fairness. The power con-
sumption parameters are set such that PTM = 2 Watt,
PRM = 0.95 Watt and PIM = 0.85 Watt, which are the
typical values of WLAN transceivers. In the simulation,
1,000,000 channel realizations are simulated on each link
to obtain the capacity statistics. The mean SNR of each
branch on each link is from 10 to 30 dB, which are
the practical values for densely deployed networks. The
performance evaluation is based on the channel capacity
using (7) from the information-theoretical point of view.
The channel capacity is used as the data rate of each link.

A. CSR availability

Fig. 6(a) shows the CSR availability versus the mean
SNR per branch (SNRb) on the two links when both links
satisfy Condition I. Generally, the availability decreases as
the SNR of either link decreases. This is because the lower
SNR gives more relative capacity loss for ZF-CSR. The
decreasing rate of the availability over the SNR increases
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Fig. 6. CSR availability (a) when both links satisfy Condition I, (b) when both links satisfy Condition II for the receiver case where PXM = PRM ,
and (c) when both links satisfy Condition II for the transmitter case where PXM = PTM . SNRb denotes the mean SNR per branch.

as the SNR difference of the two links increase. For the
whole SNR region, the availability is fairly high from
about 0.6 up to about 0.9. It means that it is fairly easy
for a link to find a cooperative partner to both achieve
more capacity.

Fig. 6(b) and Fig. 6(c) show the availability when both
links satisfy Condition II. Fig. 6(b) shows the receiver
case where PXM = PRM in (2) for both links while
Fig. 6(c) shows the transmitter case where PXM = PTM .
As expected, the availability is lower than the Condi-
tion I case as Condition II is tougher. Furthermore, the
availability is reduced less in the receiver case than the
transmitter case as PRM < PTM . The availability range
for the receiver case is still fairly high from about 0.55
up to about 0.9 while it is reduced to the range from
about 0.35 to about 0.75 for the transmitter case. The
availability reduction of the receiver case is small as PRM

is just slightly higher than PIM . Therefore, it is fairly
easy for two links to form a cooperative group to make
both receivers more energy efficient. However, it is much
more difficult to achieve more energy efficiency at both
transmitters.

B. Capacity gain

From above discussions, it is not difficult for one link
to find a cooperative partner to both obtain more capacity.
We will show the capacity gain when both links gain more
capacity. Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b) show the average ZF-CSR
capacity compared to that of the MRC-TDMA scheme on
link 1 and link 2, respectively, when both links satisfy
Condition I. As expected, the average capacity on link
1 and link 2 are symmetric. The link with higher SNR
will obtain more gain. For example, when SNRb on link
1 is about 30 dB and SNRb on link 2 is about 10 dB,
link 1 can obtain averagely over 3 times the capacity of
the MRC-TDMA scheme while link 2 only achieve less
than 1.4 times. It is due to the difference of the time slot
length of the two links. As the packet length is fixed for
each time slot, the higher SNR link has a shorter time
slot than the lower SNR link as the higher SNR offers
the higher data rate. As a result, the higher SNR link
can get a longer time slot from the lower SNR link to
compensate the capacity loss at its own time slot while
the lower SNR link get a shorter time slot from the higher

SNR link. For the whole SNR region, each link achieves
from about 1.4 up to about 3 times the capacity of the
MRC-TDMA scheme. Fig. 7(c) shows the total average
capacity gain of both links. The whole cooperative group
can obtain the significantly increased capacity from about
1.7 to about 2.1 times the capacity of MRC-TDMA.

C. Energy efficiency saving

Fig. 8 shows the average energy efficiency saving when
both links satisfy Condition II for the receiver case. The
energy efficiency saving measures how much percentage
energy is saved per bit than that of the MRC-TDMA
scheme. Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 8(b) show the results of link 1
and link 2, respectively. Similar to the capacity gain, the
average energy efficiency savings at the receivers of link
1 and link 2 are symmetric. The higher SNR link saves
more energy per bit as it has the higher capacity gain as
shown in Fig. 7. For example, when SNRb on link 1 is
about 30 dB and SNRb on link 2 is about 10 dB, link 1
can save averagely over 60% energy per bit than before
while link 2 only saves less than 20%. For the whole SNR
region, the average energy efficiency saving of each link is
significant from about 20% up to about 60% than before.
Fig. 8(c) shows the total energy efficiency saving of both
links. The whole cooperative group can save from about
35% to about 39% energy per bit than MRC-TDMA.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

The CSR scheme performs as a cooperative extension
of the current TDMA-based MAC to enable spatial reuse
in multi-rate wireless networks like WLANs. We derive
the cooperation conditions for one link to do CSR to
gain more capacity and energy efficiency. To further
evaluate the usability of CSR, the CSR availability is
defined to measure how difficult for links to form a
cooperative group. We investigate the potential of CSR
with a two 2× 1 MISO beamforming links scenario. The
numerical results show the significant gain of the ZF-
CSR scheme than the MRC-TDMA scheme. In densely
deployed networks that have high SNR on each link, the
availability results show that it is fairly easy for two links
to form a cooperative group to both gain more capacity
and more energy efficiency at the receivers. The average
capacity of each link is from 1.4 to 3 times that of the
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Fig. 7. Average CSR capacity compared to that of the TDMA-based scheme when both links satisfy Condition I on (a) link 1, (b) link 2, and (c)
both links.
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Fig. 8. Average CSR energy efficiency saving when both links satisfy Condition II for the receiver case on (a) link 1, (b) link 2, and (c) both links.

MRC-TDMA scheme, while the average capacity of the
whole group is from 1.7 to 2.1 times that before. The
receiver of each link can save averagely from 20% to
60% energy per bit while both receivers save from 35%
to 39%.

The great performance improvement of CSR with
transmit beamforming mainly comes from the interfer-
ence cancellation capability provided by multiple antenna
techniques. From the propagation point of view, as long
as the signals of different links are well separated in
spatial domain with respect to their spatial signatures,
it brings the high efficiency of interference cancellation.
Doing interference cancellation will not reduce much
capacity of the desired link. In this case, the network
capacity will be dramatically improved over the TDMA
case by spatial reuse allowing links transmit simulta-
neously. However, when the signals have close spatial
signatures, the links should not transmit simultaneously
and instead should perform the TDMA transmission as
interference cancellation efficiency is low. It indicates that
to maximize the network capacity the network should be
divided into groups in which the links are well separated
and therefore do spatial reuse, while the transmissions of
different groups should follow TDMA. This could be a
very interesting future work from the network point of
view.
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